We present a newly developed version of our solvers for the verified solution of dense parametric linear systems, i.e. linear systems whose system matrix and right-hand side depend affine-linearly on parameters that vary inside prescribed intervals. The solvers use our C++ class library for reliable computing, C-XSC. The C-XSC library provides many features, especially easy to handle data types for dense and sparse matrices and vectors and the ability to compute dot products and dot product expressions in arbitrary precision. The new solvers can use either sparse or dense matrices as the coefficient matrices for the parameters. The use of sparse coefficient matrices can result in huge improvements in both performance and memory consumption. BLAS and LAPACK routines are used where applicable, and OpenMP is used for the parallelization on multi-core and multi-processor systems. The solvers also provide the ability to compute not only an outer but also a componentwise inner enclosure of the solution set of the system and to choose between two versions of the algorithm, one being very fast and one giving sharp results and extending the range of solvable systems. We give some examples for parametric linear systems (also from real world examples such as worst-case tolerance analysis of linear electric circuits),
give performance measurements of our solvers and also demonstrate that they scale very well when using multiple cores or processors.
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Introduction
In this paper we are interested in finding a verified solution to the linear system
where the square matrix A and the vector b depend affine-linearly on parameters p i , which vary inside prescribed intervals p i ∈ [p i ]. Computing a verified solution means that the computed result is proved to be an interval enclosure of the exact solution set (2) .
In the following we present a new version of our solvers for this problem using our C++ class library C-XSC [7] , which is much more efficient than previous versions [15, 17] , both in terms of runtime and (through the optional use of sparse matrices) in terms of memory requirement. The new version also uses shared-memory parallelization via OpenMP to utilize the potential of modern multi-core processors. Currently, we know of no other software packages for the verified solution of parametric linear systems.
Notation
In this paper, intervals are used in infimum-supremum representation, that is an interval [x] = [x, x] describes a set {x|x ≥ x, x ≤ x}. Here, x is called the infimum and x is called the supremum. On a computer the endpoints of an interval are floating point numbers, i.e. x, x ∈ F where F is the set of all floating point numbers.
Interval quantities are denoted by square brackets, e.g. [x] . The set of all real intervals is denoted with IR, the set of all complex intervals with IC. The midpoint of a real interval is defined as
and the radius of a real interval is defined as
Interval matrices and vectors are matrices and vectors whose elements are intervals. The midpoint and radius are computed element-wise, i.e
. mid([A]) = (mid([a i j ])) and rad([A]) = (rad([a i j ])) for [A] ∈ IR
n or [A] ∈ IR m×n . For a thorough introduction to interval arithmetic we refer to [1] .
A denotes the interval hull of the following term, e.g. (b − Ax). On the computer a tight interval enclosure is computed in these cases by using the higher precision arithmetic of C-XSC (see Sect. 2) or by manipulation of the rounding mode.
Outline
Section 2 gives a short overview of the C-XSC library, with a special focus on the most important parts used for this work.
Section 3 then deals with the solvers themself. First, in Sect. 3.1, the theory behind the verified solution of parametric linear systems is briefly explained. Then, in Sect. 3.2, we give an overview of the actual implementation in our solvers.
Next, Sect. 4 deals with some test cases and also a small real-world example. We give time and speed up measurements and some numerical results. Finally, Sect. 5 contains some final remarks and an outlook on future work.
The C-XSC library
The C-XSC (eXtended Scientific Computing) library [7] is a C++ class library for reliable computing. It provides many useful data types and functionalities, especially matrix and vector datatypes and the possibility to compute dot products and dot product expressions in arbitrary (and even maximum) precision.
The basic data types of C-XSC are real (a wrapper class for double), interval (for real intervals), complex and cinterval (for complex intervals). Based on these several data types for dense and sparse matrices and vectors are defined. The matrix/vector data types of C-XSC use operator overloading for ease of use and provide several useful features, such as the possibility to cut out slices of matrices and vectors (which reference the original data, so they can be used to overwrite portions of a matrix) and to freely reassign the index range of such types (1-based, 0-based, etc.).
Furthermore, the precision for explicitly or implicitly computed dot products using the overloaded operators, for example in matrix-matrix products, can be set by the user with the global variable opdotprec. For a value of 1, standard floating point operations are used (with rounding mode manipulation for intervals). For a value of 0, dot products in maximum precision (at most one rounding away from the true result) using a long accumulator [12, 13] are used, while for values of 2 or larger computations are done in simulated higher precision using the DotK algorithm [14, 26] .
The data types for sparse matrices have only recently been introduced. They are based on the compressed column storage format, which is used in most software packages for sparse matrices and thus allows easy interfacing between different software packages. They have the same benefits as the dense types and are very efficient (basic operations are about as fast as sparse matrices in Matlab). For more information see [24] .
The focus of C-XSC for a long time was on rich functionality and on accuracy while neglecting the performance of operations. In recent versions we have begun to include many features that can optionally be activated to (sometimes drastically) increase performance. One of these features is the option to use highly optimized BLAS-routines [4] for all dot product operations, especially for matrix-matrix products. These can be activated simply by using the compiler switch -DCXSC_USE_BLAS and linking to a CBLAS library (the precision must be set to 1). In the future we also plan to provide a complete interface to LAPACK [2] . As of today however, LAPACK support is only implemented for the matrix inversion routine needed for the solvers described in his paper. The compiler switch -DCXSC_USE_LAPACK has to be activated and one must link to a LAPACK library. Further information about using C-XSC in highperformance computing can be found in [25] .
C-XSC provides many more features which are not important for this work. For a more complete overview, see [7] .
Verified solution of parametric linear systems
In this Section, we explain the theoretical aspects of the verified solution of parametric linear systems and then explain our implementation in more detail.
Theory
k means finding verified bounds for the interval hull (Σ p ) of the solution set
if the solution set is bounded and non-empty. Note that using the corresponding non-
} for the solution set of the corresponding non-parametric interval system
it holds
and that in general Σ will be much broader than Σ p , since the corresponding nonparametric interval system treats each occurrence of a parameter p i as independent of the other occurrences.
Computing the actual solution set of a parametric linear system or the exact interval hull of it is NP-hard. Instead we try to find a tight enclosure of the interval hull using an iteration method by Rump [19] based on the Krawczyk operator [11] . First we rewrite the system matrix as A( p) = (a i j ( p)) and the right-hand side as
Now we can rewrite (1) as
and with
to finally bound the error of an approximate solutionx of the system by [y] ∈ IR n (normally one computesx by solving the midpoint system
approximately using floating point operations). The quantities
In (9) and (10) R is an approximate inverse of A(mid ([ p] )) (which usually is also used to computex ≈ Rb(mid ([ p] ))) and I is the identity matrix. Note that using a LU-decomposition instead of an approximate inverse would require solving two triangular systems with an interval right-hand-side, which is not a trivial task. Simple forward and backward substitution in general leads to severe overestimation of the result. For more details see Rump [19] . (10) For a proof see [18] . Note that with Theorem 1 one can only verify strong regularity of the system matrix, which is a weaker but sufficient condition for its regularity, or else make no assertion at all (the matrix might be singular, but it could also be badly conditioned or not strongly regular). The verification of the singularity of a matrix is not possible without exact computations [22] .
Definition 1 An interval matrix [A] ∈ IR n×n is called regular if every point matrix A ∈ [A] is regular. It is called strongly regular if it is regular and
(ρ denotes the spectral radius).
For the definition of strong regularity for parametric matrices see Popova [18] . Originally Rump proved Theorem 1 with the iteration matrix
). This method is usually faster in terms of computing time but requires that the non-parametric matrix A( [ p] ) is strongly regular. A parametric matrix might be strongly regular while the corresponding non-parametric one is not. The alternative iteration matrix [C( p)] does require strong regularity of the parametric matrix A( p) and in general leads to better (tighter) results and solvability of a broader class of parametric systems. In our implementation, both methods can be used (see Sect. 3.2) .
If the iteration in Theorem 1 reached an inclusion in the interior then with
an inner inclusion of the interval hull of the solution set can be computed [15, 16] as
In an implementation one must compute a lower bound on z and an upper bound on z. Also, since (11) uses exact operations, correct rounding has to be used on the machine. The inner enclosure can be used as a reference on the quality of the computed outer enclosure. Our implementation also supports the computation of an inner enclosure (see Sect. 3.2).
Implementation
Based on the theory described in Sect. 3.1, Algorithm 1 by Rump [19] with the modification by Popova [15] (optional use of the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)]) is used in the implementation. The cost of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the computation of [C] and [z] and the computation of the approximate inverse R. The cost for the computation of R is O(n 3 ) and does not depend on the number of parameters k or the sparsity of the coefficient matrices.
The cost for the computation of [z] is dominated by 2(k +1) matrix-vector-products (with a point matrix and an interval vector, so this corresponds to roughly 6(k +1) floating point matrix vector products [20] ). The cost for the computation of [C] depends on the used iteration matrix. When using [C ([ p]) ], the cost is dominated by the product of a point matrix and an interval matrix, which takes 3 floating point matrix-matrix products [20] . When using the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)], it is dominated by the computation of the enclosure of k + 1 point matrix products, which take 2 floating point matrix-matrix products each.
If the coefficient matrices are sparse, the products in the computation of Our new implementation is based on the previous work described in [15, 17] . The old solver uses an older C-XSC version and performs all computations in maximum precision using the long accumulator, which is very slow. In this new version, we focus on improving the runtime and memory requirements of the solver with the new features of C-XSC described in Sect. 2.
BLAS and LAPACK The first step is to speed up the most computationally intensive tasks, which are the computation of the approximate inverse R and especially the computation of [C], which requires either k + 1 matrix-matrix products with real point matrices of dimension n × n if the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)] is used or one matrix-matrix product of a real point matrix and an interval matrix, each of dimension n × n if the iteration matrix [C([ p])] is used. For both steps, double precision computations are sufficient for most practical cases (if the system matrix is very ill conditioned with a condition number of 10 16 or higher a different approach as discussed in [10, 21] needs to be taken) and thus the highly optimized routines of BLAS and LAPACK can be used. This also has the added benefit that a modern BLAS and LAPACK implementation will already be multi-threaded an can thus directly make use of multi-core and multi-processor systems.
However, for the computation of [C] interval enclosures of the exact result are needed. To achieve this using the approximate computations of the BLAS' _gemm routine, the rounding mode of the processor needs to be switched (this can be done using a function from the standard C library). Then an enclosure for the product of two real point matrices can be computed with Algorithm 2. The respective algorithms for interval and complex matrices are given in [20] . . This is a straightforward distribution of a for-loop among all threads.
Also, the computation of [C] (for both [C( p)] and [C[ p]])
is further parallelized, independent of the parallelization already implemented in the used BLAS library. This is done by letting each thread compute one l × n block of the matrix [C], where l = n nt , nt being the number of threads used (if n mod nt = 0, the remaining part of the matrix is computed by the master thread). Accessing slices of a matrix (both for read and for write access) in C-XSC is easy using the ()-Operator. This approach of course has advantages when not using BLAS routines, but also with BLAS routines a few percent performance are gained, since the matrix additions are also parallelized.
Sparse coefficient matrices
In practice, the coefficient matrices A (i) , i = 0, . . . , k, are often sparse. Storing them in a dense matrix type leads both to increased memory and computing time requirements, especially when using the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)]. Therefore, we supply two different versions of the solver, one where the coefficient matrices are dense and one where they are sparse, using the sparse matrix data types of C-XSC (see Sect. 2). Note however that the system matrix A( p) is still supposed to be dense. While the solvers will of course work with sparse systems, the used algorithm is inefficient in these cases because of the need to compute an approximate inverse R, which in general will be dense.
Further features
The interval parameters can also be complex intervals. This can for example be useful when dealing with linear electrical circuits (see Sect. 4). The theory from Sect. 3.1 can be applied straightforward for this case, see [17] for more details. Other features of the solver include choosable dot product precision (used for the residual iteration and the computation of [z]), the ability to compute inner enclosures (using (11)) and, as said before, the ability to choose between the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)], giving better results and broadening the range of solvable systems, and the iteration matrix [C( [ p] )] leading to faster computations, but in general also to overestimations of the solution sets.
Data format. The coefficient matrices have to be given to the solvers in a special format. When using dense coefficient matrices for the k parameters, one matrix of dimension (k + 1)n × n is passed to the solver, where the coefficient matrix A (i) is stored in the slice between row (i − 1)n + 1 and row i · n.
For sparse coefficient matrices this approach is not used, since cutting slices out of sparse matrices is a lot more costly due to the underlying data structure. Instead, one passes a vector from the Standard Template Library (which is basically a managed array) which contains all the coefficient matrices.
In all cases, the right-hand side is stored as a matrix of dimension n × (k + 1), where b (i) can be found in column i + 1 of the matrix.
Examples and tests
In this section we give a few examples for parametric linear systems and show some time and speed up measurements and comparisons to the old solver. First we take a look at a small example system that shows the benefits of using the sharp iteration matrix [C( p)]:
The parametric matrix is strongly regular for all p ∈ [p]. However, the non-parametric matrix A([ p]) is not strongly regular since
and thus using the iteration matrix [C( Some more examples comparing the properties of the algorithm when using the iter-
, respectively, can be found in [16] .
Next we look at another small example, the following 2 × 2 symmetric system given by Behnke [3] (see also [19] ), for which the interval hull of the solution set is known:
When viewing this as a symmetric problem, there is a dependency between the two interval entries [1, 2] in [A], and thus we can model this problem as a parametric system using one parameter for the two interval entries in [A], i.e.
A( p)
Computing an inner and outer enclosure with our solvers gives the result To show how easy the solvers are to use, we give example code for this problem in Listing 1. For the performance tests and comparisons to the old solver we use the so-called Q(2, p) system, which is defined as follows:
This system has n parameters, which means that n + 1 (sparse) coefficient matrices are needed, leading to huge memory and computing time requirements for higher dimensions when using dense coefficient matrices. We use this system to compare the runtime of the old solver, the new solvers with dense and sparse coefficient matrices, and show the speed up of the new solvers. All tests were done on a machine with two Intel Xeon 2.26 GHz processors with four cores each and 24GB of RAM running openSuse Linux 11.1. We used the Intel compiler 11.1 and the MKL 10.2. First, Table 1 shows the time measured for the dense and sparse solvers for dimensions n = 100, . . . , 500 and 1,2,4 and 8 core(s), respectively. The timings show that using sparse coefficient matrices for this test system gives huge performance gains. The memory requirements are of course also a lot smaller for the sparse case. The timings also demonstrate the efficiency of the parallelization. Table 2 shows the speed up gained through the parallelization of the solvers. The speed ups are good throughout, especially for the sparse version, which approaches a nearly ideal speed up for large enough problem sizes in relation to the number of cores. The speed ups for the dense version are a little worse, but still good, especially for 2 cores.
In Table 3 , we compare the time measured for the new solvers with the old solver for dimension n = 100, . . . , 500. Here, we also compare the quality of the results. As the results show, the new solvers are not only a lot more efficient, both when using dense coefficient matrices (as the old solvers do) and especially when using sparse coefficient matrices, but also achieve results of about the same quality as the old solvers. The small variances are mostly due to a different order of operations. Finally, we show a practical example for a complex parametric linear system, which occurs in a worst-case tolerance analysis of linear electrical circuits. The use of interval methods in this area has been the subject of many papers, cf. [6, 8, 9] . Here, we take a look at an example from [8] , where the electrical circuit shown in Fig. 1 is given. We are interested in finding bounds for the node voltages V i , i = 1, . . . , 5.
The parameters have the values e 1 = e 2 = 100V, e 5 = e 7 = 10V,
ω = 50, X 1,2,5,7 = ωL 1,2,5,7 = 20, X 3 = ωL 3 = 30, 10 = −400, X 6,8,9,11 = 0 which lead to the complex linear parametric system 
Conclusion and future work
We showed a new optimized implementation of our verified solvers for real parametric and complex parametric linear systems. These new versions offer much better performance without sacrificing any significant accuracy. Optionally, sparse coefficient matrices can be used, which increase the performance gain even more and reduce the memory requirements. The solvers are efficiently parallelized using OpenMP and a multi-threaded BLAS/LAPACK library. They are Open Source software and freely available [23] under the GNU General Public License.
In the future, we plan to implement an MPI version of the solvers for distributed memory systems, using the same methods as in our already available parallel verified solver for non-parametric linear systems [10] .
